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Abstract Industrial robots used to assemble customized

products in small batches require a lot of reprogram-

ming. With this work we aim to reduce the program-

ming complexity by autonomously finding the fastest

assembly plans without any collisions with the environ-

ment. First, a digital twin of the robot uses a gym in

simulation to learn which assembly skills (programmed

by demonstration) are physically possible (i.e. no col-

lisions with the environment). Only from this reduced

solution space will the physical twin look for the fastest

assembly plans. Experiments show that the system in-

deed converges to the fastest assembly plans. Moreover,

pre-training in simulation drastically reduces the num-

ber of interactions before convergence compared to di-

rectly learning on the physical robot. This two-step pro-

cedure allows for the robot to autonomously find correct
and fast assembly sequences, without any additional hu-

man input or mismanufactured products.

Keywords Reinforcement learning · Digital Twin ·
Assembly Planning · Programming by Demonstration

1 Introduction

Recently, industry is shifting more and more to cus-

tomized products in low volume [1], and as a result,

robots will need more and more reprogramming. The
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cost of programming an industrial robot today is high,

because it requires a trained robot expert. Even so, the

price can be substantially reduced by replacing the ex-

pert with the factory worker, who has more practical

experience about the assembly task. With collabora-

tive robots or cobots, a new paradigm is introduced

where a user can program robotic skills by physically

demonstrating them [6], therefore shielding users from

the programming complexity (eg. [15][16]).

The presented approach can be beneficial in situa-

tions with a gap between simulation and reality. This

gap can be caused by inaccurate modeling of the robot,

but also because of an inaccurate model of the robot

interacting with the environment. Additionally, the ap-

proach is suitable for assemblies where there is no sin-

gle clear, pre-defined assembly sequence. And because

users might not be familiar with the robot, the skill se-

quence (i.e. assembly plan or assembly sequence) they

demonstrated can be suboptimal and hence, the se-

quence can be improved. With skill we mean the robot

interacting with the environment to assemble one, or

part of, an object. E.g. take a cobot that is programmed

by demonstrating a set of waypoints it has to follow.

The way the robot moves between these waypoints,

whether it is Cartesian or joint space, will have an in-

fluence on the behavior of the robot. Sometimes other

assembly parts will block the robot in one space but

not the other. The goal of this paper is to improve

the assembly sequences programmed by demonstration,

with the focus on rearranging the sequence of skills, not

adapting the trajectories and motions of the skill itself.

The improvement is twofold. (i) Finding all assembly

sequences that are physically possible, meaning no col-

lisions between objects, environment and robot. And

(ii) finding the fastest way of performing the assembly

from the physically possible solution space.
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The article will focus on two causes of physical im-

possibilities. First, since the trajectories are programmed

by demonstrating waypoints, as is currently most of-

ten done in intuitive industrial interfaces, the Carte-

sian path between these waypoints can contain obstruc-

tions. E.g. if a user forgot to program a waypoint and

as a result the trajectory will pass through one of the

already assembled parts. Second, when skills are being

re-arranged the possibility exists that other parts of the

assembly are blocking the current part that is being as-

sembled. So new arrangements of the assembly sequence

should also be consistent with the assembly graph of the

assembly. The same applies for the second goal of opti-

mizing the assembly sequence. Other static or dynamic

obstacles in the environment not part of the assembly,

will not be avoided, because that requires adapting the

trajectories and motions of the skills themselves.

We present a way of using Reinforcement Learning

(RL) to find more optimal assembly sequences than was

initially demonstrated by a user. RL has as downside

that an agent is required to explore a sufficient amount

of the solution space before it converges to an opti-

mal policy. Exploration of the solution space includes

making mistakes, which consequently makes RL ineffi-

cient to use in an industrial manufacturing setting. In

an assembly line, any product containing mistakes will

be rejected, which is a costly sacrifice just to achieve an

optimized assembly behavior. A solution is to let the RL

agent learn all physically possible assembly sequences

first in simulation, and only when it knows valid se-

quences start learning in the real world which skill se-

quence is the fastest. Consequently, the initial learning

phase can be substantially sped up, while not resulting

in any mismanufactured products. Moreover, users can

be kept in the loop by providing explanations about

the robot’s behavior, where the explanation is based

on the knowledge of the RL agent [3]. They can adapt

the robot behavior by giving additional advice about

the assembly, which can also be incorporated in the re-

ward signal of the agent [10]. Combination of RL agent

knowledge and user knowledge will result in an assem-

bly plan that both agree on.

The idea relates to the concept of a digital robotic

twin. Negri [18] defines a Digital Twin (DT) as the vir-

tual and computerized counterpart of a physical system

that can be used to simulate it for various purposes, ex-

ploiting a real-time synchronization of the sensed data

coming from the field. As such, at the beginning of

the assembly, the manufacturing environment is repli-

cated, containing all objects of the assembly and the

robot twin. Assume a user has demonstrated all re-

quired skills for the robot to perform the assembly.

Consequently, the digital twin is able to learn all physi-

cally possible skill sequences in simulation. Afterwards,

knowledge from the digital twin can be leveraged to

learn the fastest possible assembly sequence in the real

world. Moreover, the digital twin will keep on learning,

in parallel with the physical twin, to converge quicker

to the fastest assembly sequence. In the presented sys-

tem, setup of the digital twin environment is performed

manually. Adoption of this system by untrained users

would also require an easy generation of this digital en-

vironment based on captured data (e.g. 3D camera).

But this is outside the scope of this paper.

The concept is similar to the thought process of hu-

mans. Suppose you want to assemble a table yourself

but you lost the assembly manual. In the process of as-

sembling the table, you imagine your own skill library

of all the skills you require to assemble each specific ob-

ject. Generating your own assembly plan comes down

to imagining different assembly sequences and verify-

ing whether they result in a completely finished table.

The same is true for the system in this manuscript. The

simulator is to the robot as our imagination is to us.

We present in this paper a RL method that can im-

prove user demonstrated assembly plans. Assume that

a user has programmed an assembly plan by demon-

stration. The demonstrated plan can contain mistakes

(eg. a collision between robot and object) or can be

sub-optimal (re-arranging the planned sequence can re-

duce the execution time), and as a result needs im-

provement. From the demonstrated plan, the system

can deduce which skills are required to assemble each

object. By re-arranging these skills, the system can get

rid of these mistakes and generate more optimal assem-

bly plans. In a first phase, a digital counterpart uses a

simulated environment to try out for each state which

of the skills are physically possible. Figure 1 on the left

shows the digital counterpart currently performing the

skill to assemble the purple object in the simulated en-

vironment. Whether a skill is possible in a state will

depend on the evaluation before, during and after the

skill is performed (see Section 3.3). When at least one

additional valid assembly plan has been found in the

first learning phase, the system will start to find the

fastest skill sequence in the second phase. But now,

skills are performed on the physical robot, since ev-

ery skill chosen at this point is one that passed the

evaluation in the first phase and hence will be physi-

cally possible. A video of the system can be found at

https://youtu.be/wDeKSs_1O7o.

In the following Sections, we provide a summary of

the current state of the art in Section 2. In Section 3

we provide the background needed, and Section 4 ex-

plains how the background is implemented in our sys-
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Fig. 1 Visualization of the assembly environment. Left figure shows the digital twin performing the skill of assembling the
purple object in simulation. Figure on the right shows the same skill being performed by the physical twin in the real world.

tem. Lastly, Section 5 presents experiments and results

of the system applied to a use case.

2 Related Work

Searching the optimal assembly sequence is an NP-hard

(non-deterministic polynomial-time hard) problem, be-

cause the solution space increases with the factorial of

the number of objects in the assembly [19]. Because of

this complexity, the planning problem has so far mostly

been solved by human input, where knowledge about

the assembly is given in the form of precedence re-

lations on the objects or constraints on the assembly

[21]. De Fazio and Whitney [9] created one of the first

systems that asked an expert about precedence rela-

tions between objects. Based on the answers on these

questions it was able to generate all possible assembly

sequences. Over the years other solutions followed the

same strategy [24][29]. But all of them share the same

downside, that a lot of interaction is asked to transfer

all human knowledge to the system and often can only

be done by an expert. More recently, Rodŕıguez et al.

[20] focused on the automatic generation of assembly

sequence plans from product specifications. But these

specifications have to be programmed by the user, mak-

ing the programming task more complex again. The so-

lution proposed in this article will improve on this by

not requesting any human input, but by using a digital

copy of the assembly environment as a gym to learn

information about the assembly process.

If human input is not available, a physics simula-

tor is required that is capable of determining geometric

collisions between objects and between objects and the

robotic manipulator. A popular method of determining

collisions for assembly planning is to invert the assem-

bly and look at the collisions present in a disassembly

[27]. Agrawal et al. [2] follows a two step approach.

First stage takes the CAD model of the product as-

sembly as input, which generates a contact relationship

and precedence relations to aid the generation of assem-

bly sequences. A second stage augments the relations

with fastener information to determine sub-assemblies.

A limitation is determining the blocking behavior only

for orientations of the object that are limited to the x-

, y-, and z-directions, or blocking caused by the robot.

Similarly, Thomas et al. [26] follows a similar approach,

but takes additional mechanical constraints into ac-

count. They use the disassembly approach for setting up

an AND/OR-graph that is used for the actual planning

of the assembly. The major downside to using disas-

sembly for assembly planning is the fact that the skills

used in the assembly have to be reversible. That is of-

ten not the case when working with skills that are pro-

grammed by demonstration, because it is often too dif-

ficult to program this perfectly. The system we present

will therefore not invert the skills to simulate them as

accurately as possible.

Another consequence of the NP-complexity of as-

sembly sequence planning is the way the solution space

is searched. Gupta et. al [11] designed high fidelity as-

sembly simulation and visualization tools that can de-

tect assembly related problems without going through

physical mock-ups. But using such methods for auto-

matic assembly planning results in an exhaustive search

of the entire solution space. A RL method does not look

at the entire assembly sequence at once, but looks at ev-

ery state-skill pair separately, resulting in a significant

improvement in efficiency, because a lower amount of

assembly sequences have to be evaluated.

The concept of digital twin within manufacturing

was first used by Bilberg and Alting [4] who describe

real-time communication of virtual simulation with phys-

ical production defining production control logics. Only
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recently, digital twins have been adopted for assembly

planning in manufacturing. On the one hand, the digi-

tal twin is used to plan an assembly in a human-robot

collaborative setting. Bilberg and Malik [5] focus on

workload balancing between human and robot. A simu-

lator is used to check whether the assembly of an object

is automatable or should be performed by the human.

A similar approach taken by Kousi et al. [14], who use

a search algorithm for the assembly scheduler that is

based on a depth search of the assembly tree. Down-

side of depth search again is that it is inefficient for

solving NP-hard problems.

On the other hand, digital twins have also been ap-

plied to scheduling of an assembly task that does not

involve human collaboration. Sierla et al. [23] defines

a framework where OEM and manufacturing can work

together during the design phase, and can automati-

cally plan the assembly based on digital product de-

scriptions, but also not focussing on the complexity

problem. Lastly, Negri et al. [17] uses a genetic algo-

rithm as an efficient solution. Additionally, equipment

health monitoring is included in the planner, where the

digital twin is continuously synchronizing between dig-

ital and real world. This article will solve the assembly

scheduling problem using a digital twin of the assem-

bly environment. While also reducing the complexity of

assembly scheduling by using an online RL method.

3 Background

3.1 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning (RL) [25] is a learning paradigm

where an agent learns an optimal behavior based on re-

wards received by performing skills in an environment.

It can be defined by a Markov Decision Process (MDP)

〈S,A, T, γ,R〉, where:

– S represents the set of all states s of the environment

and the agent.

– A represents the set of possible actions a. The ac-

tions considered here are robot skills (as explained

in Section 3.3), which is the term used in this paper.

– T contains the probability that the system will tran-

sition from state s to s′ when performing skill a.

– γ represents the discount factor which is a measure

of the importance of long-term rewards.

– R is the immediate reward given when an skill a is

taken in state s.

The RL method can thus be used to find a behav-

ior (or policy) (π : S × A → R) that maximizes the

expected discounted accumulated reward, Racc:

V π(s) = Eπ[Racc | st = s] = Eπ

[ ∞∑
t=0

γtRt

∣∣∣∣st = s

]
(1)

Temporal difference RL algorithms learn a policy by

approximating an action-value function, mapping state-

action pairs to the expected discounted reward. This

work will use the Q-learning RL method [28], where the

goodness of a skill a in state s at episode t is represented

by the quality value Qt(s, a). When the situation (s,a)

is encountered, this quality value is updated using the

following rule:

Qt+1(s, a) = (1− α)Qt(s, a)

+ α
[
R(s, a, s′) + γmax

a′
Qt(s

′, a′)
]

(2)

with α the learning rate, which represents how much

of the new knowledge overwrites the old knowledge.

Knowledge is represented by an |S| × |A| table, where

every state-skill combination is saved with its corre-

sponding quality value.

Finally, in every state the agent selects a skill to

perform. The selection strategy used in this work is

called ε-greedy. It selects the most optimal skill (state-

skill pair with the highest q-value) with probability (1−
ε), called exploitation. Or selects a random skill with

probability ε, called exploration. So ε is a measure of

the exploration/exploitation trade-off.

3.2 Simulator

If a simulator is to function as a gym for a RL agent,

three characteristics will be important. First, RL re-

quires a lot of iterations of the same task before it con-

verges to an optimal policy. As a result, the time it

takes before the agent converge to a valid policy will

be directly proportional to the computational complex-

ity of the simulator. A lower computational complexity

for the simulator is therefore a desired property. Also,

working headless – i.e. without Graphical User Inter-

face (GUI) – will also reduce that complexity because

no heavy graphical models will need to be rendered.

Next, also the accuracy of collision detection and

rigid body dynamics of the simulator is important. It

should be able to replicate the real-world behavior of

the robot and environment to a degree that is useful. Of

course there is a trade-off between the computational

complexity and the accuracy of the simulator. It is pos-

sible to go for a more accurate system (eg. Adams), but

that will also result in a system that takes too long to

learn any good behavior. More specifically, one of the

main problems encountered is jittering [12] of objects
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MSC Adams Unity Gazebo Klampt
Computational complexity + + - +
Collision accuracy + - - +
Interaction with scripting -/+ + + +

Table 1 Comparison of simulation tools based on three cri-
teria explained in Section 3.2. + indicates that the criteria is
satisfied, - means it is not.

when stacked on top of each other. Objects in simula-

tors are represented as meshed objects, meaning that

the object border is made up of adjoining triangles.

These triangles will not be perfectly aligned, even for

flat surfaces of not too complex objects used later in

this paper, ergo flat surfaces will not be perfectly flat.

Consequently, two flat objects stacked on top of each

other will show erratic contact behavior, because the

contact points will move to different locations on the

contact surface. The contact forces will therefore also

jump to different locations of the surface and will make

the object shake on top of the other, or even in some

cases explode away from each other because of surface

penetration. This can be a major issue when using eg.

Gazebo [13].

Lastly, because of the many iterations that will be

required, there is a need for setting up, monitoring and

interacting with the simulation via scripting, without

the need for manual configuration.

Four different simulators (MSC Adams, Unity, Gazebo

and Klampt) are compared based on the three crite-

ria explained before, namely computational complex-

ity; collision accuracy; and interaction with scripting.

Table 1 shows for each of the simulators whether or

not it meets each criteria. Based on the comparison,

Klampt stands out as the most suited for this appli-

cation. The simulator will be explained in more depth

in Section 4.1. MSC Adams also provides the possibil-

ity of scripting, but only in their own environment and

on Windows, while the system runs on Linux. It was

therefore not selected as the best solution for this ap-

plication.

3.3 Skill Library

In Reinforcement Learning, an agent chooses the most

optimal skill from a set of all possible skills in a state.

Therefore, it requires a library that contains the set of

all skills that are needed to finish the assembly. In this

paper, a skill is considered an action that transforms

the world from an initial state to a goal state based on

parameters programmed by the user.

The architecture of these skills is based on the work

of Schou et al. [22], shown in Figure 2. The idea be-

hind skill templates is to split up the knowledge re-

State
(initial)

Parameterization
Specification (offline)

Teaching (online)
Parameters

Operation

Execution

Pr
ec

on
di

tio
n

ch
ec

k

Continuous evaluation Po
st

co
nd

iti
on

ch
ec

k

State
(goal)

Fig. 2 Abstract architecture of a skill. The central part of
the skill is the execution block which performs the desired ma-
nipulation of the world. The light blue blocks ensure that the
skill can only be executed in a safe, correct and predictable
manner. (adapted from [22])

quirements of robot programmers. On the one hand,

there are robotic engineers that are expert in designing

skills, but have insufficient knowledge about the assem-

bly task. They are tasked with defining the behavior

of the skill based on a set of parameters. On the other

hand, users (eg. factory workers) have limited knowl-

edge about robotics, but do have knowledge about the

assembly task.

Take again the example in the introduction (Fig-

ure 1), where the digital counterpart is assembling the

purple object by using a Pick&Place skill. The user is

asked to fill in the parameters of the skill (e.g. pick lo-

cation, place location, grasping force, path waypoints,

etc.). The skill uses these parameters as input values

and will generate a robot behavior consistent with the

given parameters. The code that transforms the pa-

rameters into robot behavior is what is defined by the

robotics expert.

A skill is defined by two main blocks:

1. Parameterization: Skills can only perform one spe-

cific type of generic action, which is specified by a

set of parameters.

2. Operation: Block controlling the execution of the

skill, consisting of three sub-blocks:

– Preconditions: It must be checked before the

skill starts whether it is allowed to be executed

in the current state. E.g. the robot is currently

not grasping another object, the purple object is

in its initial location, etc.

– Continuous evaluation: The skill should be

stopped when unexpected or dangerous situa-

tions occur. In this work not only the robot is

continuously evaluated, but also the object that

is being manipulated is evaluated. E.g. a collision

between the robot finger and another object has

been detected.

– Postconditions: Once the skill is finished, it

should be checked whether the skill has ended

successfully. E.g. the purple object is in its de-
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sired location once the skill is finished, the robot

is in a valid end configuration, etc.

For a skill to be considered successful, it should suc-

ceed the pre- and postcondition check as well as the

continuous evaluation.

The benefit of using skill templates is that users are

shielded from the complexity of programming robots in

the traditional way, by making the programming task

more intuitive. The only thing expected from the user

is that they fill in the parameterization block. Some

of these parameters are programmed in an offline fash-

ion, by specifying the values using a keyboard and GUI

(eg. grasping force, end-effector speed, etc.). Other pa-

rameters are programmed online, by following the Pro-

gramming by Demonstration paradigm (eg. trajectory

waypoints, grasping width, etc.). The system presented

here will use waypoints to demonstrate assembly tra-

jectories. The physical robot will move between the

waypoints by following the Cartesian path connecting

them. The Inverse Kinematics are calculated using the

MoveIt toolbox [7], which communicates with the robot

over ROS.

4 Architecture

Figure 3 shows the architecture of the implemented sys-

tem. It contains two main actors, the Digital Twin (DT)

and the Physical Twin (PT), with one interacting with

the simulated robot and one with the real robot respec-

tively. Both the DT and PT use the same skills from the

Skill library, which contains the set of all skills required

to perform the assembly. The skills contained in the li-

brary are parameterized skills. They are programmed

by demonstration and defined by a set of parameters,

as explained in Section 3.3. An illustration of the entire

workflow can be seen in Figure 4.

The learning process is split up into two main phases.

In the first phase, only the RL agent of the DT starts

exploring physically possible skills in each state. It gets

a simulated environment to try out skill a in state s, af-

ter which World Evaluator validates whether it finished

successfully or not. A successful trial receives a higher

reward than a fail. The DT RL Agent adds the updated

quality value to the PP Q-Table (containing quality val-

ues representing if the state-skill pair is Physically Pos-

sible (PP)), chooses the next best skill and starts again.

The digital twin continues until enough of the solution

space is explored, meaning at least one valid assembly

plan should be present in the PP Q-Table.

Afterwards, in the second phase, both the DT and

PT RL Agent will run in parallel. The PT Agent, per-

forming skills in the real world on the physical robot,

has a reward signal that is based on the execution time

of skill a. As a result it optimizes the execution sequence

by finding the fastest one. The longer the execution

takes, the lower the reward shall be. In each state, the

agent can choose from a set of possible skills App, which

contains only skills that are physically possible in the

current state of the simulated world. Hence, the PT RL

agent will converge to an assembly plan that is collision

free and as fast as possible. Quality values are saved in

the ET Q-Table (Execution Time Q-Table). The robot

will start assembling products correctly when this sec-

ond phase has started. This second phase starts when

the digital twin has found at least one valid assembly

sequence. In parallel with the PT, also the DT agent

continues exploring physically possible skills, but is also

optimizing the assembly sequence by taking the execu-

tion time into account. The benefits of running them in

parallel are discussed in Section 4.5.

4.1 World Simulation

Taking into account the requirements listed in Section

3.2, the choice of candidate for this application is Klampt

[12] (Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the environment).

Klampt is a light-weight simulator that specialises in

simulating robots in contact with the environment. Com-

pared to other solutions, it shows better collision han-

dling and can even handle complex contacts between

unstructured meshes. It uses a method called boundary-

layer expanded mesh (BLEM), where a triangular mesh

object is extended with a small boundary layer, like a

coat around the object. Contact behavior uses the new

extended boundary layer that does not suffer from un-

even flat surfaces. It is possible to stack two meshed

objects on top of each other, staying stable without jit-

tering, as long as the width of the boundary layer is not

fully penetrated. More details can be found in [12].

The fact that Klampt adds an additional boundary

layer, means that before objects are added to the world

they require some pre-processing. A layer (by default

2mm) is removed around all objects to account for the

additional boundary layer, in order to make the simula-

tor as accurate as possible. When the objects are large

enough this is not an issue. But when objects contain

small (smaller than 4mm) or sharp features the accu-

racy of the simulator goes down. The boundary layer

can be reduced though, but that will increase the com-

putation time if the accuracy is to be unaffected.

Klampt offers two ways of representing objects, namely

rigid objects (objects a robot can interact with) and

terrain models (objects are always static and immov-

able). A simulation always only considers one skill, per-

formed by the simulated robot, manipulating only one
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Physical TwinDigital Twin

Skill Library

ET Q-Table

DT RL Agent PT RL AgentWorld Evaluator

World Simulator

Physical Robot

Rpp, spp'

a, spp

RET, sET'

a, sET

Qt(sET,a)

PP Q-Table

Qt(sET,a)

Qt(spp,a)

APP

RET

Fig. 3 The architecture of the presented system. Two main actors are the Digital Twin, who will interact with a simulated
environment, and a Physical Twin, who will interact with the physical robot. Qt represent the updated quality values, R is
the reward recieved from the environment, s is the current and s′ is the next state of the environment. Subscript PP indicates
that this values is used to find al Physically Possible skills, while ET suggests that this value is used to reduce the Execution
Time. APP represents the set of all physically possible skills in state sET . The skills in the Skill Library are parameterized
skills that are programmed by demonstration.

Programming
by

Demonstration

Phase 1 Phase 2

DT Exploration

DT Exploration /
Optimization

PT Optimization

Skill
Parameterization

Fig. 4 Workflow of the presented system. First the user is
asked to parameterize the skills for the Skill Library by using
Programming by Demonstration. Afterwards, in phase 1, the
Digitial Twin (DT) explores the state space to find physically
possible skills. Lastly, in phase 2, the Physical Twin (PT)
further optimizes by finding the fastest assembly sequence. At
the same time the DT is further exploring the state space, but
also optimizes the assembly sequence by using the execution
times measured on the PT.

object. Therefore, every time the environment is sim-

ulated, only the object that is interacted with will be

simulated as a rigid object. Other objects are simulated

as terrain models, so their contact mechanics with the

environment can be ignored, significantly reducing the

computational complexity. Moreover, these objects are

not allowed to move, since only one object is acted on

in a skill. It will benefit the simulation because it will

not require a post condition check on all objects (pos-

sibly the current skill could have collided and moved

another object), and will make sure that a skill is al-

ways physically impossible if there is a collision (either

object-object or robot-object collision).

Lastly, every simulation requires that there is a robot

performing the requested skill. The skills the robot will

be performing are programmed by demonstrations, so

the robot will certainly be able to perform the pro-

grammed skills, assuming the robot performing the skill

is also the robot on which the skill was programmed.

Because of this assumption, it is possible to only simu-

late the end effector. The pose of the end effector is de-

fined by a Cartesian position and orientation (in world

frame). Therefore it will no longer be required to calcu-

late the inverse kinematics for every skill, which reduces

the execution time of the simulation. Of course, if the

skills are programmed on a different robot than is used

to perform the assembly, it will be required to simulate

the entire robot and perform the inverse kinematics cal-

culations. This because it will also influence whether

the skill is physically possible (eg. object outside of the

robot’s workspace).

To summarize, every simulation requested by the

DT RL agent is simulated independently for a skill a

in a state spp. The object in the environment that is

currently being manipulated is in the state consistent

with the pre-condition of the skill a, simulated as a

rigid body that can be interacted with. All other objects

for which the state does not change are simulated as

terrain models. The simulation runs by performing the

robot motion as is defined in the definition of skill a.
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Every simulation the environment is re-initiated with

the previously mentioned properties.

4.2 World Evaluation

As explained above, a simulation always only considers

one skill, performed by the simulated robot, changing

the environment going from state s to s′. Whether or

not the skill succeeds – is physically possible in this

state – depends on whether the pre- and postcondi-

tions and continuous evaluation succeeds. Before a skill

is simulated, the following set of preconditions is eval-

uated: (i) Is the object in the correct initial pose; and

(ii) is the robot hand in the correct starting configura-

tion (eg. not holding an object or holding the correct

tool). During simulation, the skill is also continuously

monitored whether it is advancing as it should. More

specifically, if the end-effector does not reach the next

waypoint within some time, it is assumed that some-

thing went wrong. Additionally, the end-effector is con-

tinuously monitored not to collide with any of the other

objects that are currently not being assembled. After

the robot finished the execution, all post conditions are

checked. Here they are (i) is the object in the desired

pose and not moving anymore; and (ii) does the execu-

tion block report status finished.

If for some reason the preconditions are not met or

the robot is unable to execute the skill (eg. collision),

there is no point in continuing. So for computational

time reasons, the simulation is immediately stopped.

World Evaluator reports a failed skill if any of the three

conditions checks reports a fail. The result of the eval-

uator is used to set up the reward signal for the digital

twin agent.

Skill simulations are computationally costly, which

should be avoided since RL requires lots of iterations

before it converges. The system therefore evaluates ev-

ery state-skill setting only once and saves the result in a

cache. If, later in the primary training phase, the same

situation is encountered, it is not evaluated in the sim-

ulator but the result contained in the cache is used. Af-

ter some testing it became clear that the same starting

conditions resulted in the same result after evaluation.

Since the simulator is deterministic, caching of evalua-

tion results will not influence the behavior learned by

the RL agent.

4.3 Phase 1: Digital Twin RL Agent

The RL agent for the digital twin is based on the Q-

learning algorithm, discussed in Section 3.1. An alter-

native to using RL would be to use dynamic program-

ming (DP), because the probability transfer function is

known since the environment is deterministic. A down-

side to DP is that a table of all valid state-skill pairs

is required, which cannot always be guaranteed prac-

tically. Alternatively, branches of the MDP of states

that will always result in invalid future states will be

pruned away with RL, making it more efficient. More-

over, phase 2 requires its knowledge to be structured

already in table form, so it is best to do that already in

the first phase. The states defined for the environment

are only based on whether or not an object is assem-

bled. This information is stored in a list, indicating for

all n (number of objects in the assembly), whether the

object is still in its initial position (0), or already as-

sembled (1). The digital twin explores skills in states

that are physically possible, so which object was pre-

viously assembled is not important. The skill library is

the set of skills the agent can choose from. Here, every

skill corresponds to the assembly of one object, leading

to a total of n possible skills.

The reward in Equation 2 is based on the result of

continuously evaluating during simulation if the skill is

succeeding, and at the end evaluating whether the en-

vironment is in a valid configuration (see Section 4.2).

In case the skill fails, a reward of −w is returned, where

w is the weight of the mistake. In the experiments all

mistakes are given the same weight. When the skill suc-

ceeds, a reward of 0 is returned to the agent. As a re-

sult, when the agent converges, those state-skill combi-

nations that pass the evaluation, and guarantee a suc-

cessful termination of the skill, will have a q-value of 0.

This property is used by the PT RL agent to determine

which skills are physically possible in a certain state.

Of course, whether or not a skill is physically possible,

also in the physical twin, depends on the accuracy of

the simulator.

Choosing which skill is performed next is done with

a naive greedy selection policy, where ties are decided at

random. There are only two possibilities, eitherQ(s, a) <

0, so the current skill is physically impossible or will

take the assembly to an impossible state in the future.

In that case there is no point in further exploring that

assembly policy. Or Q(s, a) = 0, in case the skill a in

state s is physically possible and there is a future pol-

icy that can finish the assembly without any mistakes.

Only these state-skill pairs should be further explored.

Because this first phase is deterministic, there is no need

to do additional exploration.

4.4 Phase 2a: Physical Twin RL Agent

This agent is responsible for finding the optimal assem-

bly sequence from the remaining solutions, by trying
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out skills on the physical robot and using the execution

time as a reward signal.

The definition of the state sET (state representa-

tion used in phase 2 to find fastest assembly sequence)

is similar to spp (state representation used in phase 1

to find physically possible skills) of the digital twin, ex-

cept that the list is extended with the last performed

skill. The reward signal is based on the execution time,

which is dependent on the initial joint configuration of

the robot, because the robot might need to move to the

desired initial joint configuration of the current skill.

Additionally, the initial configuration of the robot is

dependent on the previous skill, hence the execution

time of the current skill is dependent on the last skill.

Therefore it is contained in the state representation.

Of course, the same reasoning can be done for skills

that happened further in the past. To perfectly model

the assembly time, all previous skills should be incorpo-

rated in the state representation. But that will greatly

increase the solution space (O(n!)). The magnitude of

influence of a previous skill can be modeled by look-

ing at the variation it causes on the current skill. After

some experiments we noticed that the influence of the

skill one step in the past adds a variation up to 10% to

the total execution time. Skills two steps in the past add

a variation of only 2%. Therefore, we will be assuming

the variation of 2 or more steps in the past as noise.

Or put differently, it renders the problem sufficiently

Markovian.

In every state of the assembly, the RL agent chooses

a skill from a set of all possible skills in that state. The

digital twin was responsible for exploring all physically

possible skills, which is the set of skills App the physical

twin can choose from.

The rewards for Q-learning on the physical robot

are based on the time the robot takes to finish a skill.

If the robot takes t seconds, then the reward for the

agent is −t. So the agent will converge to a policy that

minimizes the assembly time. Additionally, the rewards

are also cached by the DT RL agent, since it uses the

rewards measured on the physical robot.

Simulators are not a perfect representation of the

real world, a reality gap will always be present. There-

fore it is possible that skills can succeed in simulation

but not on the physical robot, because the continuous

evaluation or post-condition fails (e.g. in simulation a

peg might bounce into a hole because of inaccurate con-

tact mechanics, while this will not be the case in the

physical world). In that case the skill is assumed never

to finish and will be removed from all physically possi-

ble skills App. This still has to be done manually, since

the physical twin does not yet have a visual system that

evaluates the state of the environment after a skill has

finished.

4.5 Phase 2b: Digital Twin RL Agent

The total time of the assembly equals the sum of the

execution time of each individual skill. Q-Learning con-

siders this dependency with the discount factor γ (see

Eq. 2). But new quality values later in the assembly are

not immediately taken into account in choosing skills

in the beginning, since Q-Learning only incorporates

quality values of the next state (maxa′ Qt(s
′, a′)). If

e.g. the quality value for the nth object changes, then

that assembly plan has to be performed n times be-

fore this knowledge is incorporated in the choice of the

first skill. Hence, the Physical Twin (PT) would need

a lot of additional interactions before that knowledge

is incorporated. Therefore, the Digital Twin (DT) RL

agent will run in parallel with the PT to make sure that

new knowledge later in the assembly is propagated to

the beginning. Of course, using eligibility traces would

also be an elegant solution. But the second phase will

already start when at least one valid assembly plan is

found, apart from the demonstrated plan. At this point

not enough states will have been explored by the digital

twin. Therefore it has to continue anyway, and so can

easily learn in parallel.

The DT RL agent receives two distinct reward sig-

nals in this second learning phase, and thus will also use

two distinct update rules (eq. 2). The first update rule,

to explore physically possible skills, remains the same

as before. The second update rule, to optimize the as-

sembly sequence, will be the same as the update rule
for PT RL agent (see Section 4.4) and will also be saved

in the ET Q-Table. Additionally, the reward signal is

based on the execution time measured on the physical

robot. Because of the reality gap, the times measured

on the digital twin do not accurately represent the exe-

cution times of the actual robot. Using those inaccurate

rewards only increased the convergence time.

The execution time is saved in a cache every time

the physical robot performs a skill in a state. When

the DT RL agent performs its second update rule, it

uses the execution times from the cache as reward, tak-

ing the average if the robot performed the skill already

multiple times in that state. Since the DT RL agent is

still exploring the solution space, there will be state-skill

pairs that have not yet been performed on the physi-

cal robot, so no execution times will be available in the

cache. In that case the DT RL agent will only do the

first update rule and not the second one. The second

update rule will be used only once the physical robot

has performed the skill.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the effect of the DT and PT learning in
parallel. Parallel training ensures that new knowledge later in
the assembly is propagated faster to the beginning. Orange
line shows that, with parallel training, the agent converges
already after 100 episodes. While without Parallel training
(blue) it takes almost 7 times as long.

Figure 5 shows the effect on the convergence of the

PT RL agent, with and without parallel training. It is

clearly visible that in case both agents learn in parallel

(orange line) the system converges to the fastest assem-

bly plan after 100 episodes. In the case without parallel

training (blue) this takes almost 7 times as long. The

assembly presented in the experiments takes around 3

minutes to finish. Therefore it could take about 125

hours before the PT RL agent would converge to a valid

assembly sequence, not taking into account the addi-

tional time required to reset the physical environment

after each assembly attempt.

4.6 RL Hyperparameter Optimalization

The learning process of Q-Learning is controlled by a

set of values, called the hyperparameters. The three

most important are the learning rate α, the discount

factor γ and the measure for exploration ε (see Equation

2). The values given before the RL agent starts learning

will influence the speed at which the agent will learn an

optimal behavior. The system requires two independent

sets of parameters: (i) for learning which skills are phys-

ically possible and (ii) for finding the fastest assembly

plan. The second set of parameters are used in parallel

by both the digital twin in phase 2b and the physical

twin in phase 2a.

The first set of parameters are easy to determine.

First, the simulated environment where the DT agents

performs its skills is a deterministic environment, so no

noise is present in the reward signal. Therefore, we can

choose the learning rate α = 1.0. Additionally, doing a

skill again will end with the same result. There is no

point in re-exploring invalid states, so the exploration

factor ε = 0.0. Last, finding physically possible assem-

bly sequences is an episodic task, it always starts in a

state where all objects are in the initial position and

ends in a state where all objects are assembled. There-

fore, the discount factor can be set to γ = 1.0.

Finding the set of parameters for the second phase

cannot be done by the same logic. Exploration and the

learning rate will become important because the sys-

tem is no longer deterministic, because of the variation

on the execution time. We made a dummy setup to re-

place the physical twin, but only to calculate the best

hyperparameters. The dummy has a reward signal that

is similar to the physical robot, but a lot faster to calcu-

late, compared to performing the skill on the real robot.

Moreover, manually resetting the physical environment

takes a lot of human effort. The reward is linearly de-

pendent on the distance of the trajectory of the skill.

Some additional noise is added to the reward signal to

make it correspond more to reality. The magnitude of

the noise is based on the experimental value explained

in Section 4.4.

With the dummy setup a lot of different parameter

settings can be tested and compared. There exist mul-

tiple ways of finding the most optimal parameters. The

strategy we opted for is exhaustively checking which

parameters resulted in the fastest convergence. Table

2 gives an overview of the parameter settings. These

values would not change significantly for other assem-

blies with skills that have a similar range of execution

times and noise. Of course when the noise significantly

increases in comparison to the execution times, new val-

ues might need to be calculated.

Note that the hyperparemeters for the second phase

of the DT and PT RL Agent are the same. Both learn

on the same ET Q-Table and use the same rewards in

the second learning phase. Therefore if these parame-

ters were different, one of the agents would contaminate

the q-table, because q-values of similar state, skill and

reward would result in different q-values.

α γ ε
DT RL Agent Phase 1 1.0 1.0 0.0

Phase 2b 0.88 0.68 0.01
PT RL Agent Phase 2a 0.88 0.68 0.01

Table 2 The optimized hyperparameters. The digital twin
in the first phase (regarding term Qt(spp, a) in architecture)
does no exploration and adds no discount to future rewards.
Phase 2 of DT RL Agent and Phase 2 of PT RL Agent (re-
garding terms Qt(sET , a) in architecture) have the same hy-
perparameters, otherwise one update rule would contaminate
the quality values of the other update rule.
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Fig. 6 Partly finished assembly of the Cranfield Benchmark
Problem used in the experiments.

5 Experiments

The learning algorithm discussed in the previous sec-

tions was validated on a use case in which the system

learns the most optimal assembly sequence from a li-

brary of skills. The experiment is set up in two stages.

First, we will show that the DT RL agent is able to learn

all physically possible assembly sequences. Afterwards

we show that, from the solution space of the digital

twin, the physical twin is able to learn the fastest way

of performing the assembly.

The benchmark used for the assembly is the Cran-

field Benchmark problem [8], shown in Figure 6. The

problem consists of the assembly of a pendulum, in

which the placement of some pieces are a prerequisite

for others, and for some pieces the order of placement

is not important. It is assumed that the initial posi-

tions (before assembly) of the objects remain the same

for every episode. The skills required to assemble each

object are programmed by demonstration.

Three experiments are presented here. Experiment

1 will show how the DT RL agent (left side of Figure

3) converges to a policy that will only select physically

possible assembly sequences. Next, Experiment 2 will

show the benefit of using pre-training by the digital

twin compared to directly training the physical twin.

Lastly, Experiment 3 shows how the physical twin con-

verges to the fastest assembly sequence.

5.1 Convergence of Digital Twin

In this experiment we demonstrate that the Digital

Twin RL agent converges to a policy without any physi-

cal constraint violations. In every state the agent chooses

a skill, which is evaluated in the environment. Every

mistake results in a negative reward, forcing the agent

to a policy without any assembly mistakes. Figure 7

shows the agent converging after about 500 episodes

when learning the Cranfield Benchmark. Note that the

agent never seems to really reach zero, because it is an

average over 30 training runs and there is always the

possibility of the agent making a mistake in a previously

unseen state. On the system used for this experiment,

simulating one assembly sequence takes around 50 sec-

onds. The first valid assembly sequences are found on

average after a bit more than 1 hour (80 episodes), so

the physical twin can start learning on the reduced so-

lution space, because the DT RL agent continues ex-

ploration in parallel. It takes on average about 8 hours

(500 episodes) for the DT RL agent to converge to only

assembly sequences without mistakes.

The goal of this paper is to improve an assembly

plan demonstrated by a user. Improvements include

solving small programming errors in case they can be

solved by re-arranging the assembly plan. E.g. we no-

ticed during previous experiments that untrained users

demonstrated the Cranfield assembly with a common

mistake. When the robot assembles the (purple) pen-

dulum, in a state where the two (red) round pegs and

(yellow) plate are assembled, the fingers of the end-

effector will collide with the two round pegs (see Figure

8), depending on where the pendulum is grasped. As

expected, the agent converged to a policy that always

chooses to assemble the pendulum first and only af-

terwards the round pegs. Of course, the agent cannot

resolve the issue if the collision cannot be avoided by re-

ordering the assembly sequence. Moreover, some users

forget to program that the robot should leave the re-

lease location. Again, the robot will collide with the two

red round pegs when starting the skill of the next ob-

ject. The digital twin will learn to assemble the purple

object first, and only afterwards assemble the red ob-

jects. So, by just re-arranging the skills we can generate

collision free assembly plans.

5.2 Convergence speed with and without pre-training

This experiment will use the dummy-setup of the sys-

tem, presented in Section 4.6. We show how many in-

teractions (and mistakes) are required before the agent

converges to a valid policy, and compare the case with

and without pre-training by the digital twin. The case

without any pre-training will add the reward from the

digital and physical twin into one reward signal. So the

reward signal after every skill is a term that dictates

whether the skill was physically possible and the exe-

cution time of the skill.

Both the system with and without pre-training re-

ceives the same reward signal. But the RL agent has
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Fig. 7 Number of physically impossible skills performed per
episode (one entire assembly) of the Digitial Twin RL agent.
Averaged over 30 runs, with the grey area showing the stan-
dard deviation. The DT RL Agent converges after around
500 episodes to an assembly plan that does not contain any
collisions.

Fig. 8 Collision of the robot fingers with the two red ob-
jects, after releasing the purple object. This was a small mis-
take noticed when untrained users programmed the Cranfield
Benchmark. The digital twin is able to find these small pro-
gramming mistakes and correct them by re-arranging the skill
sequence (if possible).

to learn the physical constraints by making (costly)

mistakes in the real world. Figure 9 compares the cu-

mulative reward received for the assembly. The reward

for the case without pre-training is a lot lower because

of the physical mistakes that are being made. Only at

episode 2500 will it learn to not make those mistakes

and will it converge to the same optimal policy. That

behavior is not present in case the digital twin already

did pre-training, because all the physical mistakes have

already been detected. The only optimization that is re-

quired is converging to the fastest assembly sequence.

The convergence without pre-training requires a lot

more time before converging compared to pre-training

of the digital twin. The reason is a different size of

the solution space. In Figure 7 the state space contains

only what objects have been assembled. The state space

without pre-training also contains the previous skill, en-

larging the state space almost tenfold. Here the power

of pre-training comes to the surface. First, the digital

twin searches for all possible skills in a smaller state

space (4608 state-skill pair possibilities). In this use

case around 130 remain after training and are passed

on to the physical twin. Here they are extended with

all possible previous skills that can precede it (in to-

tal 36864 state-skill pair possibilities). In the Cranfield

Benchmark only around 1000 remained, reducing the

solution space by 97%.
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Fig. 9 Comparison of the cumulative reward of the RL agent
with and without pre-training in simulation.

5.3 Convergence of Physical Twin

The digital twin has explored the total solution space

to find all physically possible assembly sequences (Sec-

tion 5.1). From this reduced solution space, the physi-

cal twin will find the fastest assembly plan. Figure 10

shows the total time it took for the physical robot to

finish the assembly (one episode corresponds to one as-

sembly). The assembly has been performed 10 times.

After about 75 episodes the physical agent converged

to the fastest plan, where each episode is a successful

assembly because of the digital twin. The convergence is

quite abrupt, because of the digital agent that is learn-

ing in parallel. But that behavior was expected when

comparing it to Figure 5.
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Fig. 10 Total assembly time performed by the physical
robot. Averaged over 10 runs, with the grey area showing the
standard deviation. After the robot performed the assembly
75 times it starts to converge to the fastest assembly plan.

After the agent converged, there is still quite some

variation on the total execution time. The main cause

is that we didn’t perfectly model the entire assembly.

As explained in Section 4.4, we only take the previous

skill into account because that influenced the total time

the most. So the influence of the skills before that are

assumed as noise.

The final assembly is on average about 3 seconds

faster compared to the first episode, or an improve-

ment of around 2%. Of course, the total improved time

is completely dependent on the use case. Larger im-

provements can be achieved in case the robot needs to

wait for certain components to arrive. It can reduce the

assembly time by starting with components that are

already available.

6 Conclusions

High cost of industrial robots can be reduced if its pro-

gramming is done by cheaper untrained workers, in-

stead of expensive robotic engineers. This work tries to

tackle this by aiding users in generating the most opti-

mal assembly plan (without collisions and performs the

assembly as fast as possible). In a first learning phase, a

digital twin learns in simulation all physically possible

assembly skills (no collisions), and if possible correct

small programming mistakes of the user. The total so-

lution space of assembly plans is reduced drastically,

so the physical twin will need less interactions to learn

the fastest possible plan, which happens in the second

learning phase. The biggest advantage of this system is

that it finds the fastest correct assembly plan, while not

costing any physical resources or mis-assembled prod-

ucts. The experiments show that the digital twin is able

to find physically possible skills. The physical robot

converges to the fastest assembly sequence, because pre-

training greatly reduces the number of interactions the

physical robot requires before convergence.

7 Future Work

Further work includes automating the detection of the

initial and desired object position and orientation, which

is now done manually. Here the reality gap will have

a large influence, since small manual adaptations will

not be possible. As a result, a new simulator compar-

ison might be necessary, where the focus is more on

accuracy than computational complexity. Additionally,

industrial use cases will be looked at where robot and

human collaborate on the same assembly task. More

specifically, we will look at the challenge of coping with

the dynamic human obstacle while looking for optimal

assembly plans.
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